
Regional Opportunity

Mentor To become a mentor, you will  be required to demonstrate your ability to guide students 
teaching K-12 level STEM concepts. We enourage educators, professionals, and college 
students to join us. 
 
Sponsor or Donor  To sponsor or donate an Eco Lexicon training program or Eco Innovation 
Lab, you will  be required to sponsor/ donate a minimum amount of training kits or tools per 
project.

Dealer  To become an official Eco Lexicon dealer, you will  be required to purchase a minimum 
amount of Eco Lexicon Training Kits at the wholesale pricing.

Buying Group  Establishing Buying group status requires a minimum purchase of Eco Lexicon 
Training Kits. As a buying group, you will have the opportunity to supply and support dealers as 
well as retail customers while receiving the next highest percent of profit margin behind a 
distributorship. The advantage of having a buying group is that it does not require an annual 
stocking requirement.

Distributor (By Invitation Only to Existing Dealers Only): As a distributor, you will have a 
specified and protected zone in which you can operate and distribute a designated amount of 
inventory. Distributors receive the highest percent of profit margin while being required to 
maintain a minimum number of units in inventory. There is an initial  investment for a distributor 
per product group. Thereafter, the distributor will  be required to have purchased a minimum 
amount of product by the end of the first year, and for year two, and in the third year.

Supplier  All products and services will be qualified to meet specific  requirements of children and 
youth and educators, and qualifications of Eco Lexicon stakeholders and sponsors. To become 
an official supplier, please contact CEC to discuss your offering.   

Territories and minimum requirements will be defined in each contract and will provide dealer 
development protection for that area, but will offer no protection for retail purchases. There is no 
restriction on where the distributor may sell domestically.
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